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Installing Horizontal Support Cables. 
1. Cut (3) 1/4” steel cables to the appropriate length. 

NOTE: You should allow for extra cable length. If needed, you 
can always cut off excess cable. 

2. Run one end of a cable through the turnbuckle eye and secure 
using a 1/4” cable clamp. Cable end can be taped to prevent any 
fraying. 

3. Hook the turnbuckle on to the installed eye bolt extending from 
the end wall. 

4. Tighten the turnbuckle to provide tension to hold up net. 
5. Repeat steps 2 - 4 at each installed eye bolt. 

Eye Bolt Installation 
Attach the (6) eye bolts at each end of your gym walls. The height 
and horizontal placement of your eye bolts will depend on your 
ceiling height and desired tunnel width. It is suggested to place your 
eye bolts as close as possible to the ceiling. The length of the vertical 
cables should then be determined to allow the tunnel net to hang with 
and extra 1’ - 1-1/2’ of netting on the facility floor. 
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Parts List: 
(6) - 1/2” x 6“ Eye Bolts 
(1) - 500’ Spool 1/4” Cable 
(2) - 500’ Spools 1/8” Cable 
(70) - Steel C-Snaps 

(6) - TB-12, 12” Turnbuckles 
(12) - 1/4” Cable Clamps 
(120) - 1/8” Cable Clamps 
(30) - Split Bracket Pulleys 



Douglas® Ceiling Suspension Kit Item # 66219 

Hang Vertical Cables 
1. Slide (10) Split Bracket Pulleys on each of the (3) Horizontal support cables. 

Installing Batting Tunnel Net 
1. Stretch the batting tunnel net on the ground underneath the cables 
2. Start at one end while on a ladder or platform. On the corner of the 

tunnel, secure the rope border to the first metal c-snap and 
bottom cable loop. 

3. Continue attaching the rope border to the c-snaps every 6’ - 8‘ 
depending on length of net. (10) drop cables per length.  

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the opposite side of the net and then 
for the middle. 

NOTE: It’s easiest to hang the net with a partner and have them 
“feed” the net to you as you progress down the length of the cable. 
You should only have to go up and down the ladder (3) times, 
once for each of the cables. 

To Store your net, simply slide it along the cables to side wall. 

2. Cut your (30) 1/8” vertical cables to 
your determined length from the eye 
bolt installation. Loop and secure 
them at each end with (2) 1/8” cable 
clamps. NOTE: Before cutting the 
cable lengths be sure to account for 
extra cable to make end loops. Make 
sure to allow for 1’6” of netting to 
rest on the facility floor. 

3. Attach a metal c-snap to each end of 
the vertical cables. 

4. While using a ladder or platform and 
clip each vertical cable clamp to the 
installed split brackets on the 
horizontal support cables. 

OPTIONAL SLOPE Have the center of the net, 
for it's entire length at 12' high. The sides of 
the net should be set at 10-1/2' high, leaving 
18" of net on the facility floor to keep batted 
balls inside the enclosed area.  
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